The section on rehabilitation reflects a preoccupation with the problem of coordinating the various agencies involved with alcoholics and their problems. Although the writers identify specific U.K. difficulties it is easy to generalize from these to any country where services to alcoholics are proliferating. Wilkes draws attention to a bureaucratic nightmare where coordinators are appointed to coordinate the coordinators and so ad infinitum, but unfortunately he does not offer a plausible alternative.
The final section is notable for Delint's review of alcohol controls as a method of preventing alcoholism. This is a well reasoned presentation, free from the polemic, which usually attends this issue, and it leads one to the inevitable conclusion that the only solutions are political. This conference reflects a scale of investment in alcoholism research and services in Europe and North America which was inconceivable twenty years ago and yet, rates for alcoholism and its morbid accompaniments continue to rise. The protagonists will maintain that this investment is still inadequate. As psychiatrists we must continue to treat the effects, but we are entitled to enquire ifthe right questions are being asked in the search for causes.
As a footnote, it is interesting that several speakers designated themselves "alcohologists", This word, (an uneasy conjunction of Arabic and Greek) is uncomfortable both in appearance and articulation. If such a term is required, and this is doubtful, then "ethanollogist" is an etymological improvement and also easier to say.
C The task of reviewing this particular book demanded a technique remote from the customaryone. Now, you are a physician of good repute for thirty years, respected by your patients for your good work and loved by your wife and two grown sons in an 0 bscure little town. Your life is not easy; you are drawing a modest salary. The repertoire of state-permitted drugs is small, and as an endocrinologist, you often need expensive or unavailable hormones. You do your best under the circumstances. Yes, you are also a Jew in a society where anti-Semitism is "against the law", but its synonyms, fully backed by governmental agencies, find inventive and perennial expressions from the "Jewish doctor trials" to Zionism. Your son submits a petition to immigrate to Israel. This is where your troubles begin.
Some six months later you are summoned to the political police and are informed that it is your obligation to forbid your son to leave. You simply state that your son is an adult. Two weeks later a strange situation occurs: each and every member of your family is summoned 'to different governmental offices, all at the same time, where they happen to be retained for hours upon a variety of pretexts. Your house is empty. Upon arriving home, you find that your apartment has been broken into. Far from being worried about the loss of property, it is to the political police you turn for investigation, in your well-founded fear of having been compromised.
Two weeks later you are arrested. Your son, for the sake of documentation, obtains his exit visa on the same day, but it is soon cancelled. The search of your apartment takes three full days during which the authorities confiscate your wife's savings -some $2,000 -and your son's car. Your other son, a physicist, and his wife are fired from their jobs, the physicist eventually being permitted by the authorities to work as a telegraph boy. When your wife enquires about the charges raised against you she is told by the officials that it is "none of her business". You, understandably, ask for a big city lawyer, but you are not permitted to obtain his help, neither can you communicate with your lawyer of second choice. Naturally, from the time of your arrest on, you are kept in jail, incommunicado.
Before your trial, the Ministry of Health issues an official statement, signed by the minister himself, that you are a "moneygrubber" who has committed a variety of crimes. Some twenty-five investigators search among the thousands of patients you have seen over a lifetime for "suitable" witnesses, some of them illiterates, making them sign prepared statements, intimidating them, and, encouraged by their superiors, spread allegations loud enough to reach world press. The rumors invented include that you have murdered children with poison (familiar charges from an earlier era) and that you are an Israeli spy caught red-handed when trying to flee the country.
In an unusual visit, the trial judge comes to see you in your dungeon before the trial and informs you that you will be condemned because "he wants to live too". You are charged with taking bribes and with swindling. The trial, "of course" is "not a political one", but criminal. A few, hat-in-hand witnesses are produced who testify for the State. Yes, you are accused of having accepted two geese, a pail of apples and unsolicited small gifts from grateful patients, which is then vehemently denied by the witnesses. You are accused of occasionally having resold some leftover medications which you bought back at a high price from other patients who no longer needed them. These medications were not available officially. None of the witnesses maintained any claim against you, except one alcoholic patient who had been caught by the hospital staff stealing a watch from your office ...
At your "trial" the fearful witnesses are openly threatened by both the judge (who "wants to live") and by the persecutor (no misspelling), yet, in the midst of their contradictions and confusions they have enough courage to praise you. They are instantly reprimanded. They also point out that the investigators put down false data which they were forced to sign. For a brief moment the impossible almost appears likely: you are succeeding in proving your innocence. This, of course, is a fleeting illusion. The outragedjudge confiscates the notes you prepared for your selfdefence and severely reprimands your defense lawyer. Clear-cut evidence emerges of forgery committed by your own colleagues to incriminate you, but it is eventually used against you. In spite of being proclaimed an "open trial", those making notes are warned that their act is a "slander against the State". In the middle of your cross-examination of the witnesses, you are removed from the courtroom. The inevitable follows: you are condemned to eight years of hard labour and all of your belongings (which could not be called "wealth") are confiscated.
In Corrective Labour Camp No. 12, what is it to you that the country's top scientist has vigorously objected to the rape of justice? What is it to you that fifty Nobel Laureates all over the world have raised their voices? What is it to you that your courage is praised, and in many cities in various countries thirty-five Jewish ladies dressed in black lead huge demonstrations, offering to your embassies a chicken and some apples ...
The book begins with Dr. Mikhail Stern's description of his recurring nightmares subsequent to his miraculous liberation..How well known to me personally are such nightmares. How well I know their fabric and their tests: they were part of me for a long time.
Are you happy that it was not "you", and that "it can never happen here"?
No, I am not an objective reviewer. I am passionate and compassionate. Yes, I can be detached and objective in scientific matters, but I also maintain that the one who is detached and objective when it comes to this particular book is lacking in the human qualities required for its understanding.
The book is a document and is not intended to be a literary masterpiece. In hardcover the price is $11.95. Read it.
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